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Things to look for in Demo
Video/Progress so far
!

!

!

!

!

If the user has not selected to share their location or their distance, a UIAlert
now show up when the user clicks “finish” prompting them to make a
selection.
If the user has not given their event name a title or has not selected any
friends (or both) the appropriate UIAlert shows up prompting the user to
complete the necessary action when the user clicks “done”.
If and only if the user has successfully completed all necessary fields on the
Settings screen, then when they click “finish,” the app segues to the main
screen. 
If and only if the user has successfully completed all necessary fields on the
New Event screen, then when they click “done,” the app segues to the main
screen. 
I have started creating a singleton class that will store one instance of
variables that need to be accessed globally (such as settings). 

My progress
so far- iOS
simulator
video

Future Goals/Plan of
Action 
!

!

!

I will be skyping with Vinay next week to figure out how to integrate the backend
so that events can be created, location sharing setting can be saved, etc.
I need to finish creating a Singleton Class so that I can use instance variables for
things such as settings and event information, while making sure that they only
get initialized one time. Then that information can be used throughout the app
and in multiple views, such as the map view that will need to know those
settings. I will also then be able to pass on that information to the backend. 
I still need to look into why a request to the Google server is not being made
when the autocomplete places search bar is not the first view that loads in the
app. 

Exploring Australia 

Exploring Coogee, Maroubra, and Long
Bay Beaches in Sydney.

We walked around 15 km and ended
our trip at a golf course.

Exploring Australia

At the fish market in Sydney! Checking
out some small and large octopus.

Exploring the NSW Art Gallery, St.Mary’s cathedral,
NSW library, Chinatown, and other destinations. 

Exploring Australia 
On the other side of the Sydney Harbor
Bridge is the famous Luna Park entrance

About to watch Rigoletto by Verdi at the
Sydney Opera House!

And of course ended the weekend by going to yet
another salsa club! (And learned kizomba there)
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